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Soient M, = (E, 9,) et M2 = (E, S2) deux matro,iiles imples d&finies S’X le mtme ensemble E. 
Supposant que M, et Mz ont une base commue B,, il s’agit de trouver une borne inferieure sur 
le nombre de bases communes B M, et M2. Ce probli5me st approchC par I’htude du polytope 
intersection de K(M,) et K(M,) oii K(Mil est le polytope associ6 des bases du matroide de Mi ; 
i = 1,2. Nous donnons quelques applications B certains probli3mes d’optimisation combinatoire. 
M, = (E, $Is,) and M2 = (E, sz) are two simple matroids on the same set E. We assume that 
M, and M2 have a common basis and we want to know a least bound for the number of 
common bases of M, and bf2. To solve this problem, we study the dimension of the intersection 
of the polytopes R(M,) and K(M,); where K(Mi) is the polytope having as extreme points the 
representative vectors of the bases of Mi, i = 1,2. Applications of the least number of common 
bases of two matroids are given for some combinatorial optimisation problems. 
1. Introduction 
Let MI = (E, S,) and M2 = (E, &) be two simple matroids on the same element 
set, where @i is the family of independent sets of Mi, i = 1,2. We suppose that MI 
and A& have, at least, one common basis and we want to determine a least bound 
for the number of common bases of M, and A&. 
This problem includes the particular one on the number of complementary 
trees in a graph, studied by several authors, and the more general one on the 
complementary bases in a matroid [3]. 
The next section precises some definitions and recalls sqme results about the 
dimension of the polytope K(M) having as extreme points the representative 
vectors of the bases of a matroid M. In Section 3, we determine the dimension of 
the intersection of the polytopes K(M,) and K(M,). We deduce the main result of 
this paper. Section 4 gives a necessary and sufficient condition about the existence 
of a partition El, E2 OF E such that El # 8, E2 # 8, r,(E,) + r2(E2) = r,(E) = r@); 
ri is the rank function of the matroid Miy i = 1,2. In the final section some 
applications and a remark are given. These applications concern complete bipar- 
tite matching, directed spannir?g trees, and complementary bases. 
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2. DeG&ioHBs 
2. I. Direcf sum of matroids 
Let Mi =(Ei, 9), i = 1,. . . , d, be distinct matroids defined on disjoint sets 
Ei,i=l,..., d. The direct sum of the matroids Mi, i = 1, . . . , d, noted M = 
@y_ 1 IwiT is the matroid A4 = (E, 9) defined on E = cf= 1 4 where 
FGEjF=G F,.fiESr,Vi=I ,..., d. 
i-1 I 
A matroid A4 is connected if it cannot be written as the direct sum of two 
matroids. If M = @~_=, Mi such that each Miv i = 1, . . . , d is connected, d is called 
t hc index of decomposition 
Lemma 1. A matroid M = (E, 9) is not connected if and only if there exists a proper 
sukv A c E such that for any kzsis B of M, 1 B n Al = r( B n A) = r(A); r is the 
rank function of the matroid M. 
A proof is given in 131. 
2.2. Polytope associuted to the bases of u matroid 
‘To each clement e of 
(x(e) 1 e E EL 
Thus the representative 
E we associate a variable x(e), and we set x = 
vector of a subset A c E, denoted XA is a vector 
having IEI components x(e) and such that x(e) = 1 if e E A and x(e) = 0 if e4 A. 
WC also dcfinc for A G E, x(A) = xc,_ ..\ x(e). We denote r (resp. ri) the rank 
functiort of the matroid M (resp. Mi). With these definitions and notations, let us 
consickr t hc convt’x polytope: 
K(M) == {X E RI’<’ 1 x 20, x(A)< r(A), V closed A c E, A # E; x(E) = r(E)). 
Ry a theorem of Edmonds [ 13. the extreme points of K(M) are the representa- 
t i\.c vectors of the bases of M. 
We &fine the dimension of a polytope as being the dimension of the smallest 
. %re space in which this polytope may be imbedded. 
l+~ already have the results: 
Theorem 1 (Edmonds). Ij. M = (E. 9) is il simple connected matroid, then 
Jim K(M)=IEI- 1. 
L-a 2. If M = M,@M2 with M, --(E,, PI) and M2 = (E2, &), the11 
dim K(M) = dim K(M,i+dim k’L&L). 
Theorem 2 (Gil&. If M is CI simple matroid of index of decomposition d, then 
ctina k’(M) = IEI - d. 
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Proofs of Tht&orem 1 aze given in [2] and [3]. A proof of Lemma 2 is given in 
[3]. Theorem 2 is an application of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. 
Finally, we shall need the following definition: The relative interior of a convex 
set K, noted Ri(K), is the interior of K imbedded in its affine hull (see [6]). 
3. me mintmum numdber of common bases of two matrofds 
In this section and the next ones, MI = (E, 9,) and n/9, = (E, ZF2) are two 
matroids on the same element set, having a common basis. 
3.1. Reducible pair of matroids 
Definition. The pair (Ml, M2) is called a reducible pair if there is a partition E,, 
& of E (E = El U E2, El n E2 = 8) such that El # 8, E2 # $3 and r,(E,) + r2(EZ) = 
r,(E) = r,(E). 
Otherwise (Ml, Mz) is called an irreducible pair. 
Lemma 3. The pair (Ml, M2) is a reducible pair if and only if for every common 
busis of Ml and M2, (B nE,I = r,(E,) and \B n E21 = r2(E2); where El, E2 
constitute a partition of E; E, # 8, E2 # 8. 
proof. Let B be a common basis of a reducible pair of matroids (M,, A&). 
JB\ = 1~ n &I +\B n E2\ =G rl(E,) + r2(E2) = r,(E) = r,(E) = IBI. 
Then IB n El\ = r&El) and IB n E21 = r2(E2). 
Conversely, suppose there is a partition E,, E2 of E, E, # $3, E2 # $3, such that 
(B n E,I = r,(&) and IS n E21 = r2(E2) for every common basis B of M, and MZ. 
r,(E) = r,(E) = IBI = (B n E,I + IB n E,I = r&E*)+ r2(E2). 
The restriction (resp. contraction) of a matroid M to a subset E’ c E is denoted 
by M 1 E’ (resp. M l E’) [7]. 
Theorem 3. Let (M,, M2) be a reducible pair of matroids. Let El, E2 be the 
associated partition to (M,, M2). 
The number of common bases of t12e matroids Ml and M2 is equal to the product 
of the number of common bases of Ml 1 El and M2 l E, by the number of common 
bases of Ml 9 E2 and M2 1 EZ. 
Proof. (1) Let B be a common basis, of M, = (E, 9,) and M2 = (E. S2). Let us set 
&=BflE, and &-- - B n E2. By Lemma 3, B, is a basis of Ml 1 El. Therefore, 
Et2 is a basis of Ml l E2 by definition (see [7]). 
(2) Conversely, if B, (resp. B2) is a common basis of M, 1 E, and M2 l E, (resp. 
Mz 1 E2 and MI - &), then B1 U B2 is an independent set of MI and A&, and 
I& U B,\ = l~1l+l&l = r&J i- rZ(ELL) = r,(E) = I-~(E). 
Thus, B1 U Bz is a common basis of M, and Mz. Cl 
I&mark 1. A consequence of Theorem 3 is that when MI = (E, 9,) and Mz = 
(E, &) form a reducible pair of matroids, the problem on the number of common 
bases of MI and M2 can be reduced to two similar problems of tower dimension. 
These problems concern M, 1 El and Mz l El on the one hand, and Mz 1 E2 and 
M, l Ez on the other hand. 
Therefore we can restrict the study of the least bound for the number of 
common bases of two matroids MI and Mz to the case where the pair (M,, M2) is 
an irreducible pair. 
Wt: shall see in Section 4 how we can know if a pair (M,, Mz) of matroids 
having a common baxc is reducible or not. 
-3.2. Dimension of K(M,) n KU&) 
Consider K( Mi) the polytope associated to the bases of Mi. i = 1.2. 
K( M,) = (X E RiE' IX 30, X(A) s r,(A) V closed A c E, A # E, X(E) = ri(E)). 
K( M, ) n K( Mr) is not empty, since M, and M2 have at least one common base. 
We prove now that the intersection of the relative interior Ri(K(M,)) of K(M,) 
and the relative interior Ri(K(M& of KjA&) is also not empty if (M,, Mz) is an 
irreducible pair. 
Theoran 4. Let (MI. M,) be an iweducible ptiir of tmtroids. Then 
(~i(K(M,))n(Ri(K(M,)) f(b. 
Proof. Suppose that Ri(K(M,)) and Ri(K(M,)) have no point in common. By the 
mairs separation theorem (see [6]), there exists an hyperplane H separating K(M,) 
. -xl K(M,) properly and containing the extreme points which correspond to the 
corn:.:~ bases of MI and M1. 
Let (c.“, X) = b be the equation of H. We can assume without loss of generality 
that ihe c<j,raporicztc c!, ~2, . . . , c,,, of C’, nz = IEl, are such that cl ac+ - l l 2 c,,,. 
Suppose that 
Consider the linear programs: 
(PI) {x E K(M,) 1 z = Max(cT, x)1, 
C,P,) {x E K( M2) 1 w = Min(cT, x)}. 
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Any solution of (Pi), i = 1,2, can be found by the greedy algorithm, in particular 
the extreme points which correspond to the common bases of Ml and &. Set 
E,=(e~IeiEE,laiSk} and &=E\EI. 
Because of (1), when we apply the greedy algorithm to solve (PI) (resp. (Pz)), the 
set k(e) 1 e E El} (resp. {x(e) 1 e e EJ) will be examined before {x(e) [e E EJ (resp. 
Me) 1 e E El}). 
Therefore, for any solution xn, to (P,), E1 will satisfy 
IS, n&I = ~0% 
and for any SOhtiOn x& to (P2), B2 will satisfy 
1% n J%I = r@z). 
In particular, for xB a common solution to (P,) and (P2), the common basis B of 
M, and A& will satisfy 
IB n&I = r,(E,) and [B n E,I = r2(E2). 
Then, by Lemma 3, we deduce that (M,, M2) is not an irreducible pair. This 
contradicts the hypothesis of irreducibility of (M,, A&). Thus, (1) is false and 
Ci =Cl Vi = 1,. . . , m. We deduce that the equation of Zf is 
x(E) = Q(E) = r2(E). (2) 
But (2) contradicts the assertion “H is a proper hyperplan”. 
Therefore, (Ri K&f,)) n (Ri K(M,)) # $4. 0 
comllary 1. If w,, M2) is an irreducible pair of simple connected matroids, then 
dim(K(M,) n K(M,)) = IEI - 1. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorems 1 and 4. 0 
corouary 2. v (Ml, M2) is an irreducible pair of simple connected matroids, then 
the number of common bases of M, and M2 is greater or equal to )El. 
Proof. K&Z,) n K&f,) is a convex polytope of dimension !Ef - 1. K(M,) f7 I((&&) 
has at least 1El distinct extreme points. 0 
Theorem 5. Zf (M,, M2) is an irreducible pair of simple matroids, with 4 the index 
of decomposition of Mi, i = I, 2, then 
dim(K(M,)nK(M,))=)E/--(d,+d,)+ 1. 
Proof. We suppose that at least one of d, or d2 is greater than 1. Since, if 
d, = d2 = 1, the result is given by Corollary 1. 
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Let us set 
M,=&Wli and Mz=i;i)& 
i-1 i-1 
where Mli (resp. I&) is a connected matroid defined on a set Etj (resp. &j). The 
subsets (Eij 1 1 ~j =S 4) define a partition of E for i = 1 or i = 2. 
By Theorem 4, there exists a point 3 E (Ri K&Z,) f3 Ri K(M,)), such that 
.C(Eii)=ri(Eij)q j=l,...,d,;i=l,2 1 i(Aii)<ti(AiiJ VAiicE,i,Aii#E,j*j= 
Let us consider the affine subspace L, defined 
X\E,i)=ri(Ei,)q j=l.....diii=1,2. 
1 &i=l,2. ,**., 
bY 
(1) 
Note that dim( K( IW,) n K(M& = dim L. Thus, let us determine the rank of 
system (1 L 
For each i = 1 ,2, the di equations X(Eii) = ri(Eij), j = 1,. . . ,& are linearly 
independent. since the subsets Eij, j = 1, . . . ,d, are disjoint. Moreover, 
t x(E,,) = 3 x(E,$ (2) 
I 1 I 1 
Let us prove that (2) is the only relation of dependance between all the 
equations defining I,. 
If d, -z I or & = 1, this is obvious and then the rank of the system (1) is 
d, t d2 - 1. If d, h 1 and d2 -=- 1, then suppose there is another relation of depen- 
&111cc: 
; h,x(E,,) z i I,x(Ezi) with (h,, . . . . hd,) # 0. (3) 
I 1 I 1 
Associate to a relation of type (3) the set: 
{ l._j & 1 I+s&, hi#O). 
i 
h UC call E the smallest set in cardinality built by this method; E is not empty. 
St) E # E. If E = E, for all the relations of cJepcndance between the equations 
dckning L. we have hi # 0, j = 1, . . . , d, . Consider then a relation of dependance 
with 11, -= 1. distinct from (2): 
cl, 
C hp~~(E,i)= z liX(Ezi)* 
I 1 i I 
Subtracting (4) from (2). we obtain 
2 hiX(E,,)= 2 &X(E,j) 
I-1 j-1 
As 6, =T 0, we have a contradiction. 
with 6, = 1 *- hi, 5 == 1- 4. 
(4) 
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(b) We can assume without loss of generality that 
E =,i;)l Eli = jCJl &j9 Nk,<d,; Luke<&. 
Thus, if B is a common base of Ml and M,, we have 
tt(B)= i tl(Elj)= 2 IBflE,jI=IBflSI, 
j=l j=l 
r,(E\B) = 2 IB n&l= IB n(E\m 
j=ka+l 
Therefore 
r,@) + r2(E \ 8) = rl(E) = r2( E). 
This contradicts the hypothesis (id,, A&) is an irreducible pair. (2) is then the 
only relation of dependance between all the equations defining L and the rank of 
the linear system describing I. is dr + d2 - 1. 
We deduce that dim(K(M1) n K(M,)) = IEI - (d, + d2) + 1. 0 
Corollary. If (Mr, M2) is an irreducible pair of simple matroids, with 4 the index of 
decomposition of Mip i = 1,2, then the number of common bases of Ml and M2 is 
greater or equal to 1EI - (d, + d2) + 2. 
Pxoof. K(M,)nK(M,) is a convex polytope of dimension \EI -(d, +d2) + 1. 
K(M,) n K(M,) has at least jE\--(d, + d2) + 2 distinct extreme points. Cl 
4. Detection of a part&m El, & 
In this section and the next ones, o(S) is the cocycle formed by the arcs with 
one end in S and the other end in E \S. o’(S) (resp. w-(S)) is the directed 
cocycle formed by the arcs with the initial (resp. final) end in S and the other end 
in E\S. 
Let _M, = (E, &) and Mz = (E, S) be two matroids on the same element set, 
having a common basis. For A c E, we note Cli A the closure of A in Mi, i = 1,2. 
For a given common basis I3 of Ml and M2, we consider the border graph 
BG(B) (see [4]). It is a directed bipartite graph constructed as follows. To each 
element ei E E, we associate a node of BG(B), called also ei. For each node 
ei E E\B, there is an arc (q, ei) directed from each ej E C(1, i)\(ei}, where C(1, i) 
is the unique Ml-circuit in B U {ei}. For each node ei E E \ B there is an arc (ei, ei) 
directed to each ei E C(2, i)\{ei}, where C(2, i) is the unique M,-circuit in 
I? U{t?i). 
Theorem 6. If Ml = (E, &) and M2 = (E, ZF2) are two simple rnatroids on the same 
element set, having a common basis, then (Ml, M2) is a reducible pair if and only if 
for every co,vlzmon basis B of M, and M2, BG(B) is not strongly connected. 
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Proof. (a) The condition is necessary. Let E,, Q be a partition of E such that 
E, # $3. E2 # 8, t,(E,b+ rz(Ez) = r,(E) = r,(E). Let B be a common basis of Mi and 
M2. Note that we cannot have El 2 B or E2 1 B. Indeed, suppose El 2 B. Then 
r,(E,) = IBI. Moreover, r2(EZ) = r,(E \ B) > 0 since Ez # 8 and A& is simple. 
Therefore, r&E,) + r2(Ez) > r,(E) = Q(E). This contradicts the hypothesis of re- 
ducibility of (Ad,, M:-). 
Consequently, a, = B n E, # QI and B2 n E2 # 8. And by Lemma 3, r,(E,) = lB,l, 
rz(EJ = 1&l. Then CI, B, r> El and Cl2 B2 2 EZ. 
Therefore: there is in BG(B) no arc with an initial end in B2 (resp. E2\ B2) and 
a final end in E,\B, (resp. B,). We deduce that the socycle o(E,) of BG(B) is 
either the directed cocycle w’(E,) or empty. 
(b) The condition is sufficient. Let B be a common basis of fill and M2. BG(B) 
not strongly connected implies that either BG(B) is not connected or that there is 
in BG( B) a cocycle which is a directed cocycle. 
In the first case, let El be the node-set of a connected component of BG(B); 
and set EL = E \E,. We have 
Cl, BnE,=E, and C12BBEpE,. 
‘T’hc n
r,(E) = rt( E) = 1BI = IB n E,I f IB n Ezl = r,(E,) + dE2). 
In t hc second case, consider the cocycle o (E,) which is a directed cocycle 
w ‘(E, 1 in BG(B), where E, denotes the proper subset of E associated with* the 
dircctcd cocyclc w ’ (E, ). Set 
El =E\E,. f?,=imE,, &=BnEZ. 
The cxistcncc of the directed cocycle w’(E,) implies 
Cl, R,zE, and Cl2 B, 1 El. 
WC deduce that r,(El) = Ii?,1 and r,(E& = 11~1. Therefore (M,. M2) is a reducible 
pair. Cl 
Remark 2. This theorem provide:: a polynomial time algorithm which detects if 
thlrrc is or not a partition E,. E2 of E, E, # $4. E2 # $4 such that r,(E,) + r2(E2) = 
r,+-= r2(E).Thxs I t tl porithm gives this partitiort when it exists. (We assume of course 
that we USC if ncceswry an oracle algorithm io check independancy in a matroid.) 
5. Applications 
5. i. C’mlplete bipartite rwtchin~ 
Let ci = (X, Y; E) be a connected bipartitti graph having a complete matching 
carled B. Let (P,) (resp. (P,)) be a partition of E which places two edges in the 
sa:ntc block if and only if they are incident to the same X-node (resp. Y-node). 
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Let M, = (E, &) and M2 = (E, iF2) be partition matroids determined by the 
partitions (PI) and (P2). B is a common base of Ml and &. 
If (M,, M2) is an irreducible pair of matroids, by the corollary of Theorem 5, G 
has at least IEI - 2d + 2 complete matchings; d = 1X1= IY 1. 
Moreover, we have the following result which directly implies a theorem of 
Naddef [5]. 
T&eorem 7. The matroids Ml and M2 form a reducible pair if and only if 
G = (X, Y; E) has an edge which does not belong to any complete matching. 
Proof. (1) The condition is necessary. Suppose there is a partition El f- $3, E2 # $4 
such that rl(El) + r2(E2) = r,(E) = r*(E). Consider 
S = (x E X 1 there exists an arc e E El incident to x), 
T = (y e Y 1 there exists an arc e E Ez incident to y). 
S U T is a minimum G-covering of edges by nodes, since El n E2 = $3. And 
ISI = r&El), ITI = r2(E2). As G is connected, o(S)nw(T) # fil. Let e be in o(S)n 
o( 7’). Let B be any complete matching of G. Suppose 4 E B. We have 
\Bno(S)I=IS(, IB~~<T)~=ITI, and e~(~(S)n(T))nB. 
Then 
This is a contradiction. Therefore e$ B. 
(2) The condition is sufficient. Let e = (x, y) be an edge which does not belong 
to any complete matching. Consider G’ = (X\(x), Y \{y}; E \{edges incident to x 
or y}). G’ does not possess a complete matching. It has a maximum matching of 
cardinality d - 2, where d = 1X1= 1 YI. 
By the Kijnig-Egervary theorem, there exists a G’-covering S’ U T’ of edges by 
nodes such that S’c X\(x), T’c Y\(y) and IS’ U T'l = d - 2. Let US set 
lsl a 
s = S’u(x}, T= T%(y), 
El = w(S), E2 = o(T)\@(S). 
Then E 1: E, UE,; &n&=% E,#$% E,#@; r,(&)= 
Therefore, 
r,(El) + rz(E,) = IS( + IT! = d = r,(E) = r2(E). q 
5.2. Directed spanning trees 
nd r2(E2) = iT(. 
Let G = (V, E) be a connected directed graph without loop and double edges. 
We assume that G has a directed spanning tree B rooted‘ at node p, p having an 
in-degree zero. Let MI = (E, 9,) be the graphic matroid of G. Let A& = (E, 3Q) be 
the partition matroid which is defined by a partition of the arcs of G, which places 
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all the arcs directed into a given node in the same block. B is a common basis of 
M, and Mt. An induced subgraph of G on a subset V’ of V will be denoted 
G( VP. 
Theorem 8. The matroids Ml and M2 form an irreducible pair if and only if 
G( V \{p}) is strongly connected and for any v E V\ (p}, p is a mot of G( V\ Iv}). 
Proof. (1) The condition is necessary. 
(a) Suppose GW\{p)) is not strongly connected. Let G(Vi) be a strong 
component of G(V\{p] such that the cocycle o(V;) of G(V\{pl), (when o(Vi) is 
not empty), is the directed cocycle w’(V;). Set 
v, = v; u(p), vz = v\ VI. 
Let E,, be the set of arcs of the subgraph G(V,). Let Fz be the set of arcs of the 
s&graph G( V,). Set Ez = Fz Uw( Vzh Note that o( V*) = w-(Vz); El # fl, since 
IV&32 and PEV,: & # $3, since G is connected; E = El U E,; El n E2 =f8. 
Moreover, t,( E,) = IV,\ - 2; rz(Ez) = \Vz\. Therefore, (M,, A&) is not an irreduci- 
ble pair. 
(h) Suppose there is u E V\(p) such that go is not a root of G( V\(v)). Let V, 
he the set of all nodes which are not reachable from p by a directed path in 
G( V\,{o)L Set V2 = V\ V,. (Note that u E V2, PE V2 and VI # $9.) Let fi be the 
set of the arcs of the subgraph G( Vi). Set Ei = 6 U O-( Vi). i = 1,2 where @-(Vi) 
is a directed cocycle of G. Note that if p is a root of G, then o-( VI) #@ and 
therefore E, # $4; E2 # fl, since IV,1 3 2 and p E V2; and E = E, U E2. E, n E2 = $I. 
Mot-cover. r,(E,) = IV,\, r2(E2) = IV 2\ - 1. Then (M,, M2) is not an irreducible pair. 
(2) ‘UW condition is sufficient. Suppose that there exists a partition El, E2 with 
E, #VI, Ez#Q) such that r,(E)=r~(E)=r,(E,)+r,(Ez). If we set ~2=Cl,(E,) and 
I!?1 = E \ i$ we have 
r,(&)s r,(E,) (since & c E,) and. r2(&) = rZ(E2). 
Thcrcfore r,(E)=r,(E)~r,(~,)+~~(~~)~r,(E,)+r~(E~)-r,(E)=r,(E) and 
r,U?,) -= r,(E,). 4!?, #(A . since rl(El)~O. (I?, I%) is a partition which satisfies 
r&E,) + r,(l?J = r,(E) = rz(Eh 
Let V2 he the set of nodes u E V having an arc of & directed to v (note that 
{I4 V,). 
r,tE,~ = 1 VJ and r,(E,) = IV1 - 1 - iV,l. 
‘rhcn. ttw graph G l - (V. l?,> has 1 V21 + 1 connected component and there exists at 
Icast a connected component G,(C) such that C n V2 == v). 
0-(C) = (0 (c) n E,) u (0-(c) n E2). 
w 1 Cc”) is a directed cocycle in G. But w -(C) f j l?, = $9. since G,(C) is a connected 
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component of G1. o-(C) f7 & = 8, since E2 is closed and C n V, = $3. Thus 
w--(C) = fk 
Note that p E C otherwise p would not be a root of G. If ICI ~2, G( V\(p)) is 
not strongly connected and the theorem is proved. 
So we may assume that C&(C) = Gl({p}) is the only connected component of G1 
such that C n V, = $5. Therefore all the other connected component of G1, distinct 
from G1(C), have exactly one vertex in V,. Moreover there exists a connected 
component G1(C’) induced on a subset of vertices C’ such that [Cl a2, since 
& # 8. If {u} = C’ f? V,, p is not a root of G( V\(U)); this finishes the proof. q 
Remark 3. When (A& A&) is an irreducible pair, for any 2, E V\(p), p is a root of 
6 (V\(U)); then G is necessary 2-connected, and therefore M1 is a connected 
matroid. We deduce that if (M,, A&) is an irreducible pair of matroids, ihen by 
the corollary of Theorem 5, there are at least IEI - I VI + 2 directed spanning trees 
rooted at node p (d2 = IV\ - 1). 
5.3. An extension of the problem of complementary bases 
Let M1 = (E, SFJ be a simple matroid of index of decomposition d, ; with 
E= U;=l E’; E’=(e\,ei ,..., eL} i=l,..., p. 
We suppose that &=(e:,e:, . . . , ey) is a basis of A&. Let M2 be a partition 
matroid defined by the partition EL, E*, . . . , EP : IFS E’l =S 1 for any independent 
set F of M2. i = 1, . . . , p. 
When (M,, M2) is an irreducible pair, then by the corrollary of Theorem 5 MI 
and A& have at least IEI -(d, + p)+2 common bases. 
This result generalizes the one on the least number of complementary bases in a 
matroid proved in [3], and therefore the problem of the number of complemen- 
tary trees in a graph. 
Theorem 9. (M,, A&) is a reducible pair of matroids if and only if there exists 
4 = &, 4 # BOY 4 # 8, such that Cl2 B1 ccl, &. 
Proof. (1) Suppose there is a partition El, E2 such that El # 8, E2 # $4 rAEI) + 
r2(E2) = r,(E) = r*(E). Set B1 =&nE,, B2= &nE,. By Lemma 3, r&El)= lB,l 
and rz(E2) = l&l. (Note that B1 # $9 and B1 # Bo, sirc.2 Ml and M* are simple). 
Then 
Cl1 B13EI and C12&3E2. 
bloreover, as Cl2 B1 17 Cl* B2 = 8 then Cl2 B2 2 E2 implies Cl-, B, E El,. We deduce 
that Cl* B, c Cl, B,. 
(2) Suppose that there is B1 c BO, B1 #B,, B1 #j& such that Cl* B, ccl, &. 
Set EI=Cl, B,, E2=E\El. Then 
rA&) = IhI, TZ(E~) = r2(E\C11 B,& r2(E\C12 B,). 
228 .I. Fonlupt, A. Zemirlinc 
But 
r*(E\ Cl* B,) = t2 ({JJ,,, Ei)= P-IBJ. 
Thus, r,(E,)+ r,(E,)sp. Moreover, tl( E,)+r2(E2)aIBol =p. We deduce that 
(Ml, M2) is a reducible pair of matroids. q 
Remark 4. If there is B 1 c BO. Bk#BO, B,#$% such that C12BIcCllBl and 
Cl2 B, # Cl1 B,, then there exists A c E, A # E, A # $4, such that for B, any 
common basis of M, and M2, B f3 A = 8. 
Indeed, set A z= Cl, B, \C12 B,, and suppose that there exists a common basis 13 
of M, and M2 such that B n A # $3. Then 
!B nC1, B,l>(B nCl, B,\ = 
\Bn (,,,&,, E9l =lB& 
But \B fKl, B,\G\B,I. Th is is a contradiction. Therefore B n A = $9. 
From this, we deduce that in this situation the problem considered can be 
reduced to a similar problem invoking the matroids M, 1 (E \ A) and M2 1 (E\ A). 
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